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Abstract� We discuss the design of a trading�agent competition� to be
held in conjunction with ICMAS���� This design will be revised based on
deliberations of a committee comprising active researchers in the 	eld��

This AmEC��� presentation constitutes an o
cial announcement of the
competition� We solicit feedback from the community regarding further
operational and design details� and are hopeful that AmEC attendees
will consider participating in the competition�

� Introduction

Trading in electronic markets is increasingly becoming both a commonplace
economic activity and a topic of special interest within the AI� Electronic Com�
merce� and Multiagent Systems �MAS� research communities� Inspired by the
success of competitions in various other AI realms�� we propose to organize a
�trading agent� competition to be held at the next International Conference on
Multiagent Systems �ICMAS����� Such an event would serve several goals�

	� Spurring research on common problems within the domain�

� Promoting de�nitions of benchmarks and standard problem descriptions�
�� Showcasing research in this area to the MAS community and beyond�
� Having fun�

The purpose of this document is to describe the proposed competition� in�
cluding its goals� organization� and technical de�nition� Because there are in fact
many ways to structure a competition among trading agents� we present some
of the possibilities under consideration� along with underlying design issues that
will guide our ultimate choice of competition structures�

� Members� Arne Andersson� Dave Cli�� Toru Ishida� Je�rey Kephart� John Miller�
Juan Antonio Rodriguez� Fredrik Ygge� and Edmund Durfee ex o
cio��

� The recent RoboCup competitions ���� have been the most prominent� AAAI
has held robot competitions at its National Conference since ���� ���� and the
AI Planning Systems Conference held a planning competition at its ���� meet�
ing http���ftp�cs�yale�edu�pub�mcdermott�aipscomp�results�html�� And of course�
computer game�playing tournaments have been commonplace for years�



��� Market Games

At the core of a trading competition are one or more market games� that is�
well�de�ned scenarios whereby agents interact through a market� A market game
speci�cation dictates�

	� The set of goods �resource types� to be exchanged through the market�

� The market mechanism� which in turn dictates

�a� what the allowable actions are for the various agents� as a function of
the market state �which is of course in�uenced by agent actions��

�b� the information made available to the agents by the market� and
�c� the outcomes of the market �i�e�� allocations� perhaps in terms of a set

of trades�� as a function of the agents� actions�
�� The value accrued by agents as a function of the outcome allocations�

Market games range from very simple to arbitrarily complex� and on the
complex end can vary in their demands for agent competence in strategy� coor�
dination� timing� domain�level reasoning� or other relevant capabilities� Choice
of a market game dictates the technical issues that agent designers will face� and
thus frames the entire research component of the event� It will undoubtedly be
a major factor in the decisions of potential competitors whether to participate�
and is thus arguably the most important design decision facing competition or�
ganizers� Section � presents some particular market games that we may consider
for the trading agent competition�

��� Competition Overview

The competition would be held at ICMAS���� in conjunction with a workshop
devoted to that purpose� We expect the workshop to last one day� and be held
before the conference� We intend to actually run the competition �or at least its
�nal stages� during the workshop� Each game will be supported by an accompa�
nying dynamic display and tools for automated reporting of the results�

We will run the market games on the Michigan Internet AuctionBot plat�
form �
	��� The AuctionBot is a con�gurable auction server that implements a
diverse set of auction rules and thus enables a wide variety of market games� The
server has been operational for several years and has matured into a stable auc�
tion platform� In addition� the AuctionBot supports participation by software
agents through a TCP�based agent programming interface �API��

� Competition Structure

Many of the contest details remain to be decided� In this section we present
some of the issues that are independent of which market games are selected�
These issues relate to the role of the workshop in supporting the contest� and
the policies of the contest itself�

� See http���auction�eecs�umich�edu� As operators of the competition� our group will
not submit trading agent entries�



��� Workshop

The purpose of the workshop is to exchange experiences in preparing for the
competition� and observations on the results� By holding some of the actual
competition at the workshop� we also create a sense of the event itself� However�
this would make it a requirement that participants attend the workshop� which
might exclude certain �non�traditional� participants� such as high school and
college students not working in a research environment� On the other hand�
relaxing this restriction and allowing remote participation places further burdens
on the contest organizers�

A natural workshop activity would be to elicit presentations by the agent
design teams that discuss their architectures and strategies� In the spirit of our
research goals� we should encourage disclosure and scrutiny of ideas inspired by
the competition process� In fact� we should probably require this as a prerequisite
for participation�

Ideally� the contest will result in some artifacts that can be made available
to other researchers� The game description and results can be easily compiled
in an accessible form� In addition� we could adopt a policy that all information
available to the system�including that not disclosed during the trading session
itself� such as exact bid streams�be treated as public knowledge after the fact�
Finally� we can encourage participants to make available their actual agent source
code� as well as other precise behavioral descriptions of their agents�

��� Contest

The contest will consist of a small number of market games� We will build a
market�game engine that is capable of executing and evaluating the games� The
number and type of games is yet to be determined� however their executions will
follow the same basic pattern� The contest organizers will provide a set of initial�
ization �les that detail each agent�s starting conditions for the game �e�g�� role�
preferences� capabilities� endowments�� The engine will initiate the appropriate
auctions� The agents will be instantiated with the appropriate initialization �les
�who initiates the agents is yet to be decided�� The engine will monitor the game�
and when the game closes will generate a report detailing the performance of
each agent�

Within this overall structure� there are a number of open issues�

Contest timing� Ideally� the contest would be run during the workshop itself�
However� even this is open for discussion�we could run the contest before
the workshop and use the workshop to discuss the results and agent designs�

Number of game types� More games allow us to explore di�erent issues in
the design of market�aware agents� However� too many games can results in
thin participation in each� We expect that either one or two games will be
selected�

Population size� The structure of the contest can vary with the number of
participants� Depending on the number of contestants� we may introduce a



tournament structure� with semi� or even quarter��nal rounds before a �nal�
Games will di�er on how well they scale with varying population sizes� and
we may be associated with preferred population sizes for each game instance�

Game instances�Most of the games will involve multiple instances� randomly
generated from some distribution� described in advance to competition par�
ticipants� We need to design a distribution that is simple to specify� yet
su�ciently biased toward interesting game instances�

Number of trials� Should each game be run once� or several times� and with
what aggregate performace measure� Because the system is distributed and
asynchronous� di�erent runs with the same initial conditions could produce
di�erent results� More importantly� several trials may be desirable in order
to average over several draws from randomly generated game instances� In
games with distinct agent roles� we may want to run the game repeatedly
with each agent getting a chance to play each role�

Quali�cation� It may be worthwhile to hold a quali�cation round a week or
two before the contest in order to avoid any major suprises at the workshop�
There are at least three ways in which quali�cation could be used�
� The agent is submitted to the organizers at a designated time� No further
work is allowed by the designers before the contest�

� The agent is submitted �or executed remotely� at the speci�ed time�
but the designers are allowed to continue work� The intent is to allow
the design team to make �nal changes up to the last minute� however we
would need some way to ensure that contestants do not submit a working
agent that is unrelated to the one they intend to run in the contest�

� The quali�cation step is provided simply as a chance to check an agent�s
performance in conjunction with default agents supplied by the organiz�
ers� This would provide some con�dence to both the organizers and the
design team that an agent works�

Visualization�We should have some visualization of the game as it progresses�
Each game will most likely have its own natural visuals�

Prizes� Some researchers will participate simply for fun and �potential� glory�
However� real prizes can be motivating� and some sort of presentation cere�
mony can add to the overall enjoyment� It may be possible to obtain sponsor
donations of small prizes�

��� Operational Considerations

There are several software components that we have now� or plan to have� to
support the development teams�

API with documentation� The API de�nes the content and format of messages
sent to and from the AuctionBot� All messages are encoded as strings� so
developing new implementations of the API is not di�cult� for those who
would prefer to do so�

Agentware� Market�agent foundation classes that encapsulate the API� We
currently have beta versions in C�� and Java that will be completed in



time for use by the participants� Agentware will be provided for as many
platforms and languages as possible�

Dummy agents� Simple agents provided to give participants some fellow play�
ers with which to try out a market game� We might include several types of
dummy agents� to provide a sampling of possible contexts� The source code
for all dummies will be made available to serve as a foundation on which to
build more elaborate agents�

Testing tools� Tools to facilitate setting up a test market game� running it�
and generating summary reports� We currently have AuctionBot software
components that support these activities� and these tools will be adapted
for use by contestants�

There are many practical issues related to running the contest on location�
On what machines should the agents run� laptops on location� or remote sites
controlled by either the participant or the organizers� If the agents are not
controlled by the organizers� the initialization �les need to be transferred to
agents in a timely manner and the participants need access to a terminal from
which to invoke their agent� If participants bring their own laptops� we will need
network connections for everyone� and desktops to work from�

Our goal is to maintain a fun and cooperative atmosphere among the partic�
ipants even while the agents participate in a highly competitive environment� If
remote participation is allowed� we may be able to use Internet video conferenc�
ing to more directly include the o��site teams�

��� Laws and Enforcement

Ideally� game rules will be completely speci�ed and completely enforceable by
the market institution� Unfortunately� we cannot rule out the possibility of�

� Cheating � rule violations that subvert technological enforcement�
� System bugs�
� Fatal loopholes � unanticipated behaviors technically consistent with the rules�
but threatening to degenerate the competition�

Clearly cheating is intolerable� and if detected would be grounds for disquali�
�cation� Bugs would by de�nition call for ad hoc response� Whether behavior
constitutes a loophole is clearly a matter of judgment� and we require some
process for exercising such judgments in situ�

� Market Game Scenarios

In the following� we provide capsule summaries of some market games that could
be employed in a trading competition� The selection is meant to be suggestive
of the range of possibilities� rather than comprehensive� It includes some natural
choices� as well as some games from our own research and pedagogy�



��� Continuous Double Auction

Perhaps the purest trading scenario conceivable is an abstract market based
on the continuous double auction �CDA� mechanism ���� The CDA is a simple
and well�studied auction institution� employed commonly in commodity and
�nancial markets� The �double� in its name refers to the fact that both buyers
and sellers submit bids� and it is �continuous� in the sense that the market clears
instantaneously on receipt of compatible bids�

The CDA has also been widely employed in experimental economic studies�
and even in a prior trading agent competition�conducted at a Santa Fe Institute
workshop in 	��� �	��� Over the last ten years� CDA markets have served as a
basis for many studies of arti�cial trading agents �Cli��s recent example ��
provides an extensive bibliography��

A CDA exercise typically commences with a random assignment of good val�
uations and endowments to agents� followed by a trading phase� Bidding may
take place in a regulated sequence� or asynchronously� Once trading terminates
�based on quiescence or a �xed number of bidding iterations�� the agents accrue
their respective surpluses� and another round�with new assignments of endow�
ments and valuations�begins�

The simplicity and familiarity of the abstract CDA framework presents some
distinct advantages as the basis for a trading agent competition� These include
ease of explanation and operation� low barriers to entry� consensus understanding
of market rules� predictability of behavior� opportunity to build on prior work
�on design of both mechanism and agents�� and analyzability of outcomes� Given
the ubiquity of the CDA institution� there is even a potential to incorporate real�
world market data of some sort�

On the other hand� the basic scenario may be too simple and familiar to
induce novel and interesting agent designs� Indeed� a lesson from prior experience
is that it is di�cult to make sophisticated reasoning pay o� in this context ���
	��� For the same reason� the scope of new insights that might be expected from
the exercise could be limited�

Some incremental extensions and variants to the basic CDA may overcome
some of these disadvantages in part� The possibilities include�

� Complex activity rules� The winning trader in the 	��� SFI competition �	��
held back until most of the other agents revealed their valuations through
bidding behavior� then �stole the deal� at an advantageous price� Activity
rules restrict such behavior by requiring agents to participate su�ciently in
the price�formation process throughout� Such rules were an important ele�
ment in the US FCC spectrum auctions �	��� and present interesting strategic
problems to participating agents�

� Multiple interdependent goods� Valuations that depend on joint holdings of
multiple goods present trading agents with a qualitatively distinct strate�
gic problem� We can allocate multiple goods through multiple CDAs� run
simultaneously ��� or sequentially �
�� Indeed� most of the problem scenar�
ios discussed below feature this kind of interdependency� but organized with
respect to a particular task rather than in the abstract CDA framework�



� Rich information structure� Another way to make the agent problem more
interesting would be to provide �perhaps asymmetrically� exogenous sources
of information about the other agents� valuations and endowments� A design
challenge would be �guring out how to do this without turning the problem
into one essentially of evidential reasoning� rather than trading�

��� Scheduling

As mentioned above� one interesting way to enrich a market scenario is to intro�
duce interdependencies in the agents� values for combinations of goods� We can
do this in a purely abstract way by de�ning nonadditive valuation functions� or
in a somewhat more concrete way by de�ning a task environment that exhibits
natural interdependencies among a given set of good types�

For example� if two input resources are both needed to perform a task� then
the complementarity of these inputs represents a source of interdependency� One
very broad and commonplace task environment rife with such complementari�
ties is scheduling� where the inputs are units of schedulable resources over �xed
periods of time� For instance� consider an agent that needs two hours of factory
time to complete a job� If the factory is allocated in one�hour intervals� then the
agent has complementary demand for any two adjacent slots�

We have de�ned a market model for a simple version of scheduling� in which
each agent�s job requires a particular number of slots� and achieves variable value
depending on how soon the job is completed �
��� For example� in the problem
instance depicted in Figure 	� four agents each have one job to perform� with
speci�ed deadline and value� Since there is not enough factory time to complete
all the jobs� the agents must compete through the market for the available slots�
One natural way to run the market is through a simultaneous ascending auction
mechanism �		�� in which agents bid for individual slots of interest� attempting
to acquire su�cient factory time through combinations of bids�

An advantage of scheduling as a competition domain is that it is a common
problem�many tasks involve some element of scheduling� or resources with some
temporal aspect� The model proposed here is relatively simple� yet includes in�
terdependencies rendering the agents� strategic problem decidedly nontrivial�
Disadvantages include the fact that it can be quite di�cult to obtain e�cient
allocations� indeed� we have found it quite easy to construct examples that lead
to poor outcomes �i�e�� slots are not allocated to the most valuable jobs� for
seemingly reasonable agent strategies�

��� Supply Chain Formation

Another interesting source of interdepedency is precedence in resource produc�
tion� A scenario that captures precedence in a fairly pure form is that of supply
chain formation� where agents contract to perform tasks for each other� with
tasks related through hierarchical dependencies� We represent these relation�
ships in task dependency networks �	��� as shown in Figure 
�



Time Span = 1 day

Reserve Price = $3/hr

Agent 4
� value = $14.5
� length = 4hr
� deadline = 16:00

Agent 2
� value = $16
� length = 2hr
� deadline = 11:00

Agent 1
� value = $10
� length = 2hr
� deadline = 12:00

Agent 3
� value = $6
� length = 1hr
� deadline = 11:00

$6.25� 9:00

$6.25� 10:00

$6.25� 11:00

$3.25� 12:00

$3.25� 13:00

$3.25� 14:00

$3.25� 15:00

$3.25� 16:00

Factory

Fig� �� A factory scheduling market� Lines connecting the agents to time
slots represent one feasible allocation� An AuctionBot�based demonstration
of the example� in which the subject plays agent �� is accessible at
http���auction�eecs�umich�edu�demos�factory�html�
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Fig� �� A simple task dependency network� There are two ways to accomplish the 	nal
task ��� via producer P�� or the chain of P� and P��



In the network� rectangles represent agents� and circles the tasks �or other
kinds of good� they can provide or acquire� The interesting class of agents are
producers �labeled P	� P
� P� in the �gure�� which can provide their output
good only if they acquire their inputs� They must simultaneously negotiate to
buy their inputs and sell their outputs� even though doing so exposes them to
some risk of infeasibility or wasted inputs�

Although we can de�ne simple bidding policies that when applied by all
agents tend to produce good results �	��� the problem in general is quite di�cult�
In fact� we have employed this scenario in classroom exercises� and in 	� trials
of a 
��agent network� the class failed to form a complete supply chain through
decentralized bidding� even though the network was dense in solutions� In a much
larger number of trials with student�written trading agents� no instance with a
heterogeneous set of agents was successful� A few of the agents �approximately
� out of ��� were able to form supply chains when their policies were replicated
throughout the network�

Although supply chain formation is a signi�cant problem for MAS research
and electronic commerce� the pure task�dependency network model may be too
brittle to serve as the basis for a trading agent competition� Nevertheless� it may
be desirable to incorporate some aspects of the model in whatever scenario is
adopted for the competition��

��� Widget Economy

The widget economy combines some of the features of the scheduling and supply�
chain games� in a two�stage production model� Because the game involves mul�
tiple interdependent resources and �closes the loop� between production and
consumption� it captures some of the �avor of general�equilibrium models�

The widget economy was originally designed as part of a class exercise� and
has been used in several courses�� There are three distinct agent roles� depicted
schematically in Figure �� Agents are characterized by the goods they provide
and acquire�

� Consumers are endowed with raw materials and derive utility by consuming
widgets�

� Component Manufacturers purchase raw materials and convert them into
components�

� Widget Assemblers purchase components and combine them to produce wid�
gets� which they then sell to the consumers�

There are three types of widgets in the world� each of which is assembled
from a di�erent combination of the four components� A component manufac�
turer�s production technology is speci�ed by the amount of raw materials that

� Descriptions of the exercises are available at
http���ai�eecs�umich�edu�people�wellman�courses�eecs����w���PS��html and
http���ai�eecs�umich�edu�people�wellman�courses�eecs����w���PS��html�

� http���ai�eecs�umich�edu�people�wellman�courses�eecs����w���PS��html



Consumers
Component 
Manufacturers

Widget Assemblers

Raw Materials

components4 
types x 5 days

Widgets

Fig� �� Flow of resources among agent types in the widget economy�

are needed to produce each component type� A widget assembler�s technology is
described by the number of components that go into each widget� In addition�
each producer has capacity constraints limiting daily production�

The overall economy essentially computes�in a decentralized manner�a �ve
day production plan that converts raw materials into widgets� The consumers
attempt to maximize their utility� The component manufacturers and widget
assemblers� on the other hand� strive to maximize pro�t�

However� both types of producers have heavy machinery that makes it im�
practical to switch products during the business day�they are allowed to make
only one type of component or widget on each of the �ve days� Moreover� a
widget assembler cannot use a component until the day after it is produced�

The basic plot is simple� Markets are opened to facilitate the formation of a
production plan� After all of the markets close� the production plan is executed�
Raw materials are available as contracted on Day � of the execution� and the
widgets get delivered at the end of Day �� The consumers may then eat the
widgets at their leisure�

The goods are traded in double auctions with continuous or periodic clears�
Agents are allowed to buy or sell any of the goods while the markets are open� All
of the markets close at the same prespeci�ed time� after which the transactions
are settled� Infeasibility� that is� the inability of an agent to settle its contracts
from either its endowments� purchases� or production technology� is penalized
heavily�

The widget economy is attractive for a number of reasons� not the least of
which is that we have experience running it� The game scales well with the num�
ber of participants and is relatively resistant to coalition formation and deadbeat
agents� The game has several roles� each of which faces nontrivial strategic prob�
lems� Finally� when utility functions� endowments� and production technologies



are uniform� the general equilibrium analysis is tractable and provides a bench�
mark by which to evaluate group performance�

Perhaps the biggest drawback of this game is that the story line is complex�
Perhaps our success in explaining it to undergraduates bodes well for our ability
to describe it to the research community�

For the competition� the game can be adjusted in a variety of ways� We can
increase or decrease the number of components� We can vary the scheduling
horizon� or move from a �xed horizon to a rolling horizon game� We can vary
the endowments� utility functions� or production technologies assigned to the
agents�

��� Shopping

Comparison shopping facilities� some based on AI�agent research ���� are becom�
ing commonplace on the world�wide web� Automated negotiation between buyer
and seller seems a next obvious step� Although two�player bargaining about a
single item is probably not a rich enough problem to sustain interest for a trading
competition� more complex shopping scenarios involving combinations of goods�
multiple options� and dynamic presentation of opportunities may well make for
an interesting scenario�

We have sketched a version of this more complicated shopping scenario� called
�The Big Getaway�� In this game� shoppers �i�e�� the trading agents� want to
quickly assemble a weekend getaway for two�consisting� for example� of plane
�ights� a hotel room� theater tickets� etc� Agents would face constraints �e�g�� the
hotel must be in the same city as the destination airport�� as well as preferences
�for di�erent cities� hotel qualities� transportation arrangements� and entertain�
ment options�� These preferences may be multi�faceted �class� mode� duration�
and timing of transportation�� include interdependencies �desirability of renting
a car depends on hotel location�� and of course may vary across agents �some
appreciate the symphony more than others��

The goods may become available over time according to some speci�ed dis�
tribution� allocated through auctions� perhaps with di�erent auction mecha�
nisms for di�erent types of goods� For example� we might have airline tickets of�
fered according to some mysterious dynamic reserve�price policy� sell hotel rooms
through one�sided auctions� and trade entertainment tickets through two�sided
auctions �perhaps distributing tickets randomly to the agents at the start�� Pol�
icy questions include whether and how to allow reselling� and what information
to provide for agents as a basis for their predictions of future market conditions�

��� Others

The set of market game scenarios enumerated above is far from exhaustive� The
literature includes scenarios developed by researchers for a range of purposes�
including auction tournaments �e�g�� Fishmarket �	��� an electronic Dutch auc�
tion modeling daily sales in a �shing port�� experimental economics �e�g�� a simple



rail scheduling scenario developed to test combinatorial mechanisms ����� task al�
location in multiagent systems �e�g�� TRACONET �	��� a system for distributed
vehicle routing�� or abstract models of multiagent planning problems �e�g�� the
task� and state�oriented domains of Rosenschein and Zlotkin �	��� Any of these
�or many others� could provide a suitable basis for a trading agent competition�
We would be interested in suggestions for how to incorporate interesting features
of other scenarios in the market games actually chosen for the competition�

The focus on interdependencies in most of the market games presented above
may suggest to some that some kind of combinatorial auction �	�� or other mul�
tidimensional mechanism is warranted� By allowing agents to bid directly on
combinations of goods or features� we can perhaps obviate much of the strategic
complexity inherent in trading across separate but independent market mecha�
nisms� However� whereas we agree that expressly multidimensional mechanisms
o�er great promise for automated trading� we expect that their scope must ulti�
mately be limited� and that there will remain a signi�cant role for traders capable
of dealing with separate mechanisms for interdependent goods� It is certainly the
case that such behavior is necessary in the current state of practice�

� Design Issues

The potential market games should be evaluated by how well they promote the
contest goals� We wish to choose a set of games which� individually or jointly�
satisfy the following criteria�

	� Presents complex and interesting strategic issues�

� Encourages general strategies�
�� Is easy to explain and understand�
� Scales with the number of participants�
�� Re�ects markets that are likely to appear in the real�world�

For each game that is chosen� the following decisions need to be made�

Roles� Some games put agents in di�erent roles� Should a contestant be re�
quired to submit agents for each role� If not� do we use our dummy agents
to �ll in the market when certain roles have thin participation�

Number of submissions� Should a person be allowed to submit more than
one agent� If so� should they participate in the same game instances� Can
an agent be designed to do poorly so that the contestant�s other agent wins�

Number of agents� How many agents will be run in a given round� If there
are not enough contestants� will more than one copy of an agent be used�
Or will dummy agents be used to �ll in the holes�

Agent groupings� Should the entered agents play games with each other� or
with provided dummy agents� The former is certainly more competitive �and
perhaps more realistic�� and does not impose extra work on the organizers�

Communication�What communication is allowed between agents� If someone
has agents in several roles� should the be allowed to attempt to coordinate
their behavior� Can a no�communication rule be enforced�



Tournament� An agent�s performance clearly depends on which agents it plays
against� Do we go with luck of the draw� or impose a round�robin structure
to equalize this factor� We could even consider tournaments organized in an
evolutionary regime�

Scoring�How will the game be scored�Will the scores from earlier rounds carry
over in any way to the �nals� If a game involves multiple roles� will there be
one winner in each role� one winner overall� or both �like gymnastics��

Scoring�or more generally� incentive engineering�is a particularly tricky
issue� Although as part of the market game we de�ne a value function for the
agent� this does not necessarily coincide with the objectives from the perspective
of the agent designer� For example� in a winner�take�all contest� the objective is to
maximize the probability of getting the highest score� which can lead to strategies
quite di�erent from that maximizing the expected score� We should �nd ways
to make clear that although this is called a �competition�� the actual game is
not zero�sum� and to design the scoring rules so that highly risky strategies are
extremely unlikely to succeed�

� Conclusion

We believe that the time is ripe for a trading agent competition for the research
community� With careful design� and the support and participation of active
researchers in the �eld� we are hopeful that it can prove a worthwhile endeavor�
We welcome feedback from the community about the organization of this e�ort�
and encourage all readers to start contemplating their agent designs�
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